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Introduction
Pluto – the planet of growth via non-stop crap?

Pluto – the planet that sends you straight to hell so
that you might best transform?

Pluto – the kindly life coach & agent of your most fabulous
metamorphosis yet?

WEIRD PLUTO FACT; The area of your life currently
affected by Pluto is where you cannot help but project
yourself as intensely sexy, powerful and a tad obsessive. So,
you’re not imagining it.

Plutonic Myths and Magic
Pluto is Transformation: Our invisible guide to change.
Think of Pluto as ENERGY.
Like everything, Pluto is pure energy, a vital force that gets things
moving. Pluto represents an impetus, a strength with a will of his own.
Understanding what that will is means being able to live a more
authentic live, particularly in the realm of personal power, prosperity,
sexuality and inner growth.
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Aries

Arieans are always on about how great they are.

Now is your chance to prove it. Utterly. . . When Pluto transits
Capricorn, Aires needs to feel life on the edge, take risks, merge deeply and
wield power in the domain of the career, mission or profession. Here the
social identity is highlighted and . . .

Taurus

Well, happy days! –you now have what may well

be the best Pluto passage ever . . . When Taurus awakes to Pluto the
need to live on the edge, test power, take risks and experience erotic
transformation falls into the domain of explorations into the unknown. This is
the realm of . . .

Gemini

You should feel an awesome sense of relief as

Pluto gets the hell out of Sagg but . . . the need to merge and form erotic
(transformational) relationships, wield power for survival and dive to the
deeper layers of understanding augment ten-fold. . .

Cancer

Pluto is going to be transforming your identity

and relationships. A nice way to think of it is that you can live your
dreams now . . . However... The image of Pluto may be projected onto
the other, allowing them to act out the qualities . . .

Leo

Saturn through Leo so recently should have prepared

you for Pluto through your sector of sexy wellbeing & administrivia. Here
it is the work, habitual behaviours, associations with work-mates,
relationship to pets, tenants, or even the dentist or doctor that express
the deep and mysterious needs . . .
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Virgo

You, along with cousin Taurus, get one of the best

versions of Plutonic. . . Joint artistic or literary projects can bring
awesome results, as can involvement with theatre, drama or even
speculation. Pluto now wants to play, and fun and games . . .

Libra

For a start it’s a call to more passion. Your sign excels

at civilised intellectual detachment . . . Pluto cares not for that. The
need for powerful, intense, erotic and transformational experiences falls
into the domain of the home, the soul and the place where . . .

Scorpio

Oh Scorp. As Pluto is your official ruling planet, you

have an ‘in’ here, non? ...The need for intensity with another and the
desire to build, destroy and re-create fall into the domain of the
intellect . . . There may be something profound to communicate and
much . . .

Sagittarius

First of all, congratulations on having come

through 15 years of Pluto in Sagg! It’s nearly over. The need to feel life
intensely and share extreme experiences falls into the domain of
money, possessions, values, resources, self-worth and talents. . .

Capricorn

Whatever big fancy dream you’ve had – these

are the years to throw yourself intensely at becoming the person you
were meant to be. Undaunted by prolonged eye contact and naked
intimacy, Capricorn will now approach life through battle, endurance,
challenge and change. . .
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Aquarius

Pluto is going to take you on a years-long info-

gathering spiritual trip. Yes. You have Pluto bingling through your Soul
Sector.. . the need to merge with others in meaningful ways, wield
power, acquire wealth and periodically destroy and re-create life falls
into the domain of the unseen real.

Pisces

Happy new social life! And goodbye to every single

friendship that is not for real. . . During this transit the colleagues,
organization or circle of friends amp up the Pluto energy, making Pisces
tenacious, intimate and sometime possessive-obsessed.

Appendix
The Astronomy of Pluto: Planet or Dwarf?
The initial criterion was simple. To be a planet, the body had to be
orbiting our sun, and they had to be round. If the first proposal passed,
we would
‘have gone
from 9 official
planets to 53
immediately.i
(Imageii )
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Resources & Links
Self-love and acceptance. The wonderful exercise suggested by
Good Vibe Coach Jeannette Maw of spending 5 minutes a night
before bed, staring into the mirror and telling yourself how worthy you
are works magic, especially during the transit of Pluto through
Capricorn. Do this for 40 days in a row and you’ll be amazed at the
results! (If it’s confronting to do, you REALLY can benefit even more!)

Astrologers
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